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RICHARDP. COLEMAN*
Social class is conceptuallycomplicated,philosophicallyupsetting,and methodologicallychallenging,yet it continuesto offerprovocativeinsightsintoconsumption choices. The latest thinkingfrom sociologists points to a basic continuityin
the Americanstatus structure:fundamentaldifferencesamong the classes in selfimage, social horizons,and consumptiongoals continue despite changes in income distribution,the demographicsof familycomposition,and life styles. The
questionof whetherclass or incomeis the betterpredictorof marketplacebehavior
should be rephrased:Howdoes class affect use of income?

of his Yankee City series (1941). Six social classes were
identified in this work: upper-upper,lower-upper, uppermiddle, lower-middle, upper-lower,and lower-lower. This
view of the status system crossed over into marketingin
the 1950s, and has been forwardedalmost intactever since,
although in recent years its currencyhas been questioned.
The social classes that Warner"discovered" offered a new
perspectiveon community life. His were not the economic
classes, power clusters, or political interest groups postulated by other social scientists as the meaningfuldivisions
of American society: they were as defined by Warnerclasses of people who were approximatelyequal in community esteem, and were made up of men and women who
regularlysocialized among themselves, in both formal and
informal ways, and sharedbehavioralexpectations. It was
Warner'sconviction that these classes representedthe most
basic ordering of Americans in terms of the self-feelings
involved and of sharedcommunityrespect. Researchersand
marketerstook note of this concept when Warnerand his
colleagues at the University of Chicago and Social Research, Inc. began demonstratingthat membersof different
social classes displayed differentpurchasegoals and shopping behaviors. The classes were thus motivationalgroupings as well as status categories-cause, thereby, not
merely correlate, of consumptionchoice.
To ask how applicable this social class view is in the
1980s, given the decades that have passed since its initial
formulation and subsequent adoption by the marketing
profession, is, of course, a reasonablequestion. The critical
issues are:

here are no two ways aboutit: social class is a difficult
idea. Sociologists, in whose discipline the concept
emerged, are not of one mind about its value and validity.
Consumer researchers, to whose field its use has spread,
display confusion about when and how to apply it. The
Americanpublic is noticeably uncomfortablewith the realities about life that it reflects. All who try to measure it
have trouble. Studying it rigorously and imaginativelycan
be monstrously expensive. Yet, all these difficulties notwithstanding, the proposition still holds: social class is
worth troublingover for the insights it offers on the marketplace behavior of the nation's consumers. "Hot" and
"new" in the 1950s, social class fell from favor and use
in the 1970s-it turned"cold" and "old," as it were, hurt
by mistakes in employment and by controversy over its
merits vis-'a-vis income. A fresh view of class is needed,
a reassertion of its value in the 1980s-and such is the
presentpurpose.
This paper representsa much-abbreviated,highlighting
stab at updatingthe social class concept and practice. The
purpose here is to present some ideas that hopefully will
suggest the continuing importanceof the social class concept to practitionersand educatorsin the field. I have drawn
heavily on privately financedresearch, the detailed results
of which are not yet in the public domain.
T

THE SOCIAL CLASSES
AT LATEST LOOK
The storylineon the Americanstatusstructurewith which
the marketingprofession is most familiar was introduced
into sociology by W. Lloyd Warnerwith the first volume
*Richard P. Coleman, author of some of the classical, pathbreaking
research on social class over some three decades, is now Professor of
Marketing,College of Business Administration,Kansas State University,
Manhattan,KS 66506.
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* Do we reallyhave the sameclassesnow as then, and if
not, whatarethey?
* How do the status groupingsthat characterizetoday's
Americaaffectconsumerbehavior?
* How do we now tell who rankswherewhen we study
status nhenomena?
C JOURNAL OF CONSUMER RESEARCH0 Vol. 10 0 December 1983
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Marketingliteraturewas singularly lacking in attentionto
these issues throughoutthe 1970s and not without cause,
since sociology, from whence social class had sprung,paid
similarly little attentionfor almost two decades.

and Harvard,in which a cross-sectionof 900 residentsfrom
the Boston and Kansas City metropolitanareas were interviewed intensively on status matters, focusing on their individual perceptionsof the social hierarchyand felt participation in it.

An UpdatedClassification
For sociologists, the 1960s and early 1970s were years
of culturalfermentand researchexcitement:the civil rights
movement, the feminist strugglefor increasedequality, the
gay liberationdrive, and student uprisings in the colleges
dominatedthe sociological agenda. Researchin social stratification moved away from contemplative studies of the
community hierarchytoward programmaticinvestigations
into all forms of discrimination between the sexes, the
races, ethnic groups, and age cohorts, for example plus
inquiryinto any inequities in income, political power, and
educationalopportunitywhich might suggest (or "prove")
exploitation of one group in America by another, and/or
thatlife chances varied "unfairly"by social origin. Implicit
in all this was a conviction among sociologists that what
should mattermost to individualAmericansis the situations
in which they find themselves-not something so ephemeral as a point they might occupy on some social status
hierarchyby virtue of personal reputationand that of their
network of friends. In this, "situations" meant occupational role, income level, living conditions, and identification with a possibly disadvantagedethnic/racialgroup.
It is the thrustof this sociological view that Dennis Gilbert
and Joseph Kahl have brought into combinationwith theories from political economy to frame their story in The
American Class Structure:A New Synthesis (1982). This
most recent sociological contributionto status analysis is
a dramaticupdatingof Kahl's previous, synthesizingstudy,
The AmericanClass Structure(1957), in which, reviewing
the literature of community studies from the 1950s and
before, Kahl treatedclass in the United States as essentially
a matter of style, social networks, and personal prestige
reputation.In the new work, a change of mind has taken
place-and this is how Gilbert and Kahl put it (1982, p.
354):
We have reversed the direction of emphasis . . . We pay
more attentionto capitalistownershipand to the occupational
division of labor as the defining variables . . . then treat
prestige, association, and values as derivative. This difference in viewpoint reflects shifts in the general orientationof
the discipline of sociology.

A thumbnailcharacterizationof the class structurewhich
Gilbert and Kahl offer as their new synthesis of political
theory and sociological analysis appearsin the left column
of Exhibit A. In the right column, for comparison, is a
similarly abbreviatedcharacterizationof the class structure
set forthin Social Standingin America (Colemanand Rainwater 1978), which can be thoughtof as "the latest look"
at social class taken from a Wameriansocial-psychological
perspective. This work is the productof a study sponsored
in the 1970s by the Joint Centerfor Urban Studies of MIT

What first strikesthe eye in ExhibitA is how much these
two "latest looks" at the status structurehave in common.
To a certain extent, however, this is deceiving, since the
two views proceed on different classificatory principles.
Gilbert and Kahl take a functionalist, "situations" stance,
drawnin majorpartfrom economic as well as social-political theory. Coleman and Rainwater'sview is reputational
and behavioral, borrowing heavily from "man in the
street" imagery. Nevertheless, therearetwo importantsimilarities: they both acknowledge three principal groupings
of Americans, and to each they assign almost identicalportions of the population.
The roots for a threefold status division are very deep
rightnow. This is the way the middle mass of citizens most
readily talk aboutthe hierarchy:there are "people (like us)
in the middle," "people above," and 'people below,"
with economic status the major differentiatingfactor, followed by educationalcredentialsand behavioralstandards
as secondary influences. And this is the way some of the
wisest political analystsare looking at the electorate.In The
Real AmericanMajority, for example, Scammon and Wattenberg (1970) proposedthat on social issues in people's
ideas aboutcrime andjustice, moralityand law the whitecollar middle class became allied with the blue-collarworking class in the late 1960s to form a great Americancenter
whereinis found the "real majority"thatswings elections. 1
What we see in these tripartitedivisions of American society is truly a dramaticshift away from the bipartiteview
common to earlier interpretations.Before World War II,
social scientists commonly pictured American society as
split into opposing halves-a higher-halfbusiness class versus a lower-half working class, white-collars on the one
side and blue on the other-or, put even more harshly,
"have" superiors versus "have-not" inferiors. Now, in
both models shown in Exhibit A, that split has diminished
to a mere dividing factor within Middle America, while
two formerly secondarydivision lines-one between Warner's upper-middleand lower-middle,the otherbetween his
upper-lowerand lower-lower-have risen to primarystatus
(leading, indeed, to class name changes).
The Gilbert-Kahlmodel is likely to prove of less interest
in the long run to marketing people than is the
Coleman-Rainwatermodel, but the rationales for its six
'The label "Middle Americans" for these people who form the political
and social-philosophicalcenteris commonly attributedto columnistJoseph
Kraft, who began using it towardthe end of 1967 in referenceto that part
of the public generallygiven to hardlineanti-communismandconservative
views on domestic social issues. In Kraft's initial usage and perception,
Middle Americanstended to live more in the heartlandthan on the coasts,
in small towns or in middle-incomesuburbia.In status, they tended to be
either lower white-collar or upper blue-collar;it is this occupationimage
that sociologists have adopted in applying the phrase to the social status
hierarchy.
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EXHIBITA

TWO RECENT VIEWS OF THE AMERICANSTATUS STRUCTURE
The Gilbert-Kahl New Synthesis Class Structure:a
A situations model from political theory and sociological analysis
Upper Americans

The Coleman-Rainwater Social Standing Class Hierarchy:b
A reputational, behavioral view in the community study tradition
Upper Americans

The Capitalist Class (1%)-Their investment decisions shape
the national economy; income mostly from assets, earned/
inherited;
prestige university
connections
inherited;prestige
university connections
Upper Middle Class (14%)-Upper managers, professionals,
medium businessmen; college educated; family income ideally
runs nearly twice the national average

Middle Americans

Upper-Upper (0.3%)-The "capital S society" world of inherited
wealth, aristocratic names
Lower-Upper (1.2%)-The newer social elite, drawn from
current professional, corporate leadership
Upper-Middle (12.5%)-The rest of college graduate managers
and professionals; life style centers on private clubs, causes,
and the arts
Middle Americans

Middle Class (33%)-Middle level white-collar, top level bluecollar; education past high school typical; income somewhat
above the national average

Middle Class (32%)-Average pay white-collar workers and
their blue-collar friends; live on the "the better side of town,"
try to "do the proper things"

Working Class (32%)-Middle level blue-collar; lower level
white-collar; income runs slightly below the national average;
education is also slightly below

Working Class (38%)-Average pay blue-collar workers; lead
"working class life style" whatever the income, school
background, and job

Marginal and Lower Americans
The Working Poor (1 1-12%)-Below mainstream America in
living standard, but above the poverty line; low-paid service
workers, operatives; some high school education

The Underclass (8-9%)-Depend primarily
on welfaresystem
for sustenance; living standard below poverty line; not
regularly employed; lack schooling

Lower Americans
"A lower group of people but not the lowest" (9%)Working, not on welfare; living standard is just above poverty;
behavior judged "crude," "trashy"
"Real Lower-Lower" (7%)-On welfare, visibly poverty-

stricken,usuallyout of work(or have "the dirtiestjobs");
"bums," "common criminals"

aAbstracted by Coleman from Gilbert, Dennis and Joseph A. Kahl (1982), "The American Class Structure: A Synthesis," Chapter 11 in The American Class Structure: A New Synthesis,
Homewood, IL:The Dorsey Press.
bThis condensation of the Coleman-Rainwater view is drawn from Chapters 8, 9, and 10 of Coleman, Richard P. and Lee P. Rainwater, with Kent A. McClelland (1978), Social Standing
in America: New Dimensions of Class, New York: Basic Books.

subdivisions illustrate contemporary academic thinking
about class in the United States. Gilbert and Kahl have
organized their New Synthesis model arounda "series of
qualitativeeconomic distinctionsand their symbolization,"
and explain it this way:
1. The capitalistclass, containingjust 1 percentof the population, yet "controlling some 51-52 percent of the nation's wealth," is distinguished from the upper middle
class most noticeably by its impressiveownership of income-producingassets.
2. The upper middle class is distinguishedfrom the middle
class by possession of sophisticated educational credentials which have given its members their entree to the
valued managerialand professionalposts they occupy.
3. The middle class is distinguishedfrom the working class
by a combinationof job security and freedom from routinization at work; members of the class, wearing white
or blue collars (but mostly the former), frequently"give
orders to those below" in the workplace hierarchy, and
they "usually feel secure" in their situations.
4. The working class is distinguishedfrom the workingpoor
by having escaped entrapmentin the marginal sector of
the labor market, and because their living standardtends

to place them "in the mainstream"(albeit in "the lower
half").
5. The working poor are distinguishedfrom the underclass
because, while not sure of steady employment, they are
more often at work than not-and are not nearlv so severely limited in laborforce participation.
6. The underclassis distinguishedfrom all the other classes
because in this class alone do people "receive a majority
of their income either from illegal activities orfrom government transfers."

The Coleman-Rainwaterapproachto construction of a
national status hierarchyis very different:it is designed to
reflect popularimagery and observationof how people interactwith one another-as equals, superiors, or inferiors.
Personaland groupprestige is at its heart. In this hierarchy,
social standingis a multi-factored,richly texturedphenomenon. Identificationwith each class is influencedmost heavily by educationalcredentialsand occupation(includingincome as a measureof work success), but it is also affected
to varying degrees by social skills, status aspirations,community participation,family history, cultural level, recreational habits, and physical appearance; ultimately, the
properindex to status is a person's social circle of accep-
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tance. No simple statementsof qualitativedistinctiondefine
each stratumwith such theoreticalprecision as in the Gilbert-Kahl model. Nevertheless, three or four words can be
used to communicate each stratum's thematic core-successively, from top down in ExhibitA, these might be "old
family names," "accepted new money," "collegiate credentials expected," "white-collar associations," "bluecollar life style," "definitely below the mainstrearn,"and
"the welfare world." If these phrases remind readers of
the conventional portraitsof the status hierarchy, this is
because the social rankingAmericansapply to one another
in reputationand interactionis demonstratingimpressive
thematiccontinuityfrom one generationand era to the next.

Applying the New Classification
What, then, should the marketingworld do with these
"latest looks" at social class? Drawing from my own research experience with the social class variableduringthe
past two decades, I would suggest two ways this concept
might be used in researchand strategyplanning. One is to
divide the consuming public into four main statusgroupsUpper Americans, Middle Class, Working Class, and
Lower Americans. The second suggestion is more a reminder than a new idea-namely, that it must always be
kept in mind that a diversity of family situations and a
nearly unbelievable range in income totals are contained
within each class. The thumbnailsketches and three-word
thematicsummariesso commonly used to characterizestatus groups oversimplify in ways that cause people to forget
the great variety of life circumstancesfound in every status
group, whetherit is the narrowworld of upper-upperUpper
Americans or the extremely large world of the working
class. To illustrate:
A "prototype" household of middle-class Middle American
status has as its head a man employed in some lower management office job, earning between $24,000 and $29,999
a year (1983 urban-averagedollars), whose wife isn't working, so that is all the family income. Almost as likely to be
middle class is a divorcee with two years of college as an
educationalcredential, who is trying to supporttwo children
on a legal secretary'ssalaryof as little as $13,500-and who
may be best friend and frequentbridge-playingchum to the
wife in the firstcase. Anothermiddle-classhome will contain
a working couple, both in office jobs, earning in combined
total $42,000 or even $45,000 a year. A fourth might have
as its head the owner of a bowling alley and restaurantwhose
wife may or may not be helping to runit-or the owner could
be a Nvidow,divorcee, or never-marriedwoman;in any case,
the living standardprojected by house, car(s), and clothes
suggests an income of $60,000 or $70,000 a year, yet the
social status is still middle class because, through lack of
mobility aspirationsand/or social skills, no Upper American
connections and acceptancehave been established.

A picture of equally great income and situationaldifferences could be painted for every social level. When marketers and researchersuse social class conceptually, they
must rememberthe variationsin age of household heads,
the broken families, the single people, and the working

couples found in each class, and must realize that all these
people are trying to maintainsimilar social class identities
and that in so doing, the motives and goals they bring to
the marketplacemay be functionally the same, although
their means differ greatly.
A single class category of Upper Americans, formed by
the bracketingtogether of upper-upperswith lower-uppers
and upper-middles,is recommendedon severalcounts. One
is that in a representativesample there would be too few
respondents from the two upper-class layers for separate
study and statistical treatmentunless the total survey size
were to exceed 2,000 persons. A second is that diagnosis
of social rank-as between these three levels-is not reliably accomplishedvia the kinds of class-measuringinstruments used in the typical mass survey study; the data required for precise placement at these levels are not
ordinarilycollected, and machine scoring cannot easily be
made sensitive to all the nuances involved.2 A thirdreason
is that the motives and goals in consumptionof most massmarketed products do not necessarily differ significantly
between these three substrata of Upper Americans: only
regardingluxury goods and services or specialty items are
differences commonly critical.
The two social levels counted as Middle Americansmiddle class and working class-are most assuredlyworth
separate attention from the marketing profession, even
though they may not be so sharplydifferentiatedin public
image or political views as they were a generation ago,
when Warnernamed them lower-middle and upper-lower,
respectively. That they still representdistinct social worlds
with different behavioral norms and life styles, despite
markedoverlap in income, was one of the crucial findings
in the Coleman-Rainwaterresearchfor Social Standing in
America (1978). Educationalbackground,class of origin,
and a wife's social aspirationsoften override a husband's
white-collar/blue-collarjob definitionin determiningfamily
identification with one class or the other. Consumption
prioritiesand marketplacechoices vary accordingly.
Lower Americans are separatedinto two subclasses in
the Gilbert-Kahl as well as in the Coleman-Rainwater
model. Both models thus reflect how, in the past 30 years,
the public has come to differentiatebetween people who
survive on government transfer payments and those who
are poor but who do not usually dependon such assistance.
In the 1970s, welfare workers and social scientists began
2Club memberships, specific colleges attended, religious affiliations,
and ethnic identifications are all, on occasion, critical evidence of the
exact step occupied on the Upper American social ladder-these are
among "the nuances involved." Possibly one out of 15 or 20 families
who rank upper-upper in social acceptance may not indeed be "oldmoney"; a portion of families never achieve upper-upperstatus even
throughthree generationsof wealth;and "nouveau riche" families are not
always lower-upper-in a goodly share of instances, they fall somewhere
below that, in a category best described as Non-UpperRich. For further
detail on the "nuances" of Upper American rank in metropolitanareas,
see Coleman and Neugarten (1971) and Coleman and Rainwater(1978).
Still anotherkind of "nuance" is how to equate the high-statusworlds of
people living in smallercommunitieswith those in metropolitanareas;this
has not yet been solved to anyone's satisfaction.
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referringto the formeras "the underclass," while applying
"disadvantaged" to the class as a whole (Auletta 1982).
The two levels combined account for no more than onefifth of the adult population and less than one-tenth of the
disposable income (8 or 9 percentby the Gilbert-Kahldefinition, and only 6 or 7 percentby the Coleman-Rainwater
classification).3

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
IN CLASS CONSUMPTION CHOICES
The class concept won entryinto the marketingdiscipline
when the propositionthatconsumermotivationsvariedconsistently by social class was set forth in the 1950s by "the
Chicago group" (the Tribune's Pierre Martineauand the
Social Research Incorporated's Lloyd Warner, Burleigh
Gardner,Lee Rainwater, and Sidney Levy). Pierre Martineau, directorof researchat the Chicago Tribune,is usually
credited with taking the lead in advocatingthat marketers
and advertiserspay attentionto the social class variable,by
writingMotivationsin Advertising(1957), speakingat conventions, and submittingjournal articles (e.g., Martineau
1958). This effort was abettedby SRI's issuance of Women
and Department Store Advertising, edited by Charles
McCann (1958). Appearance in 1959 of Workingman's
Wife, co-authoredby SRI's Rainwater,Coleman, and Handel, won furtherinterestfrom the marketingprofession for
class as a consumptionfactor, as well as attractingthe eye
of sociologists throughits detailing of blue-collarcouples'
life styles.
The researchthe Chicago group blazed trails with in the
very late 1940s showed upper-middleAmericans pursuing
different goals in home furnishing, appliances, clothing,
food, and leisure time use than lower-middles, who in turn
displayed consumption objectives (and aesthetic preferences) markedly different from upper-lowers. Certain
"catch" phrases encapsulatedthese inter-class variations:
upper-middleswere identified with consumption choices
reflecting "quality" and "taste," lower-middleswith "re3The share of population percentages assigned to the status groups in
this paper (see Exhibit A) should be treatedas suggestive, not conclusive
because these classes should be regardedas conceptualcategories-not as
precisely defined, measured-and-closed entities. The estimates for the
Coleman-Rainwatermodel were reachedafter study of several community
social-class samplings, contact with a few nationalcross-section panels,
and examination of census data. The findings from these sources were
pooled and filteredinto a single "best guess" statement.These estimates
of social class distributionvary from those printed in various textbooks
and in early works on class because (1) the times have changed, (2) the
class definitionshave changed, and (3) these are projectionsto the nation
ratherthan findings from one particularcommunity.
Any estimates on income share by class are even more speculative. No
documentedstudy is available;the best thatcan be done is to projectfrom
sample data and census reportson distributionof each income level within
the national total. Estimates the authorwould make on income share for
otherColeman-Rainwaterstatusgroupsare:7-8 percentfor the two upperclass levels of Upper Americans, 26-27 percent for the upper-middle
sector, 33-34 percent for the middle class, and 26-27 percent for the
working class. If this is correct, the two smallerupper-classstrataexceed
the entire class of Lower Americans in income.

269
spectability" and "conformity," upper-lowerswith "modernity" and "quantity," and lower-lowers with "instant
gratification." This became the accepted wisdom in marketing's theory and textbooks, holding sway through the
1960s.
Duringthe 1970s, involvementwith social class declined
as alternativesemerged-most notably life styles, but also
age cohorts, ethnic and racial subgroups, and even geographicallyrelated populationbreakdowns.One source for
the distance marketersput between themselves and social
class was the rise in the late 1960s of a counterculturethat
grew out of opposition to the Vietnamwar, initially created
divisions inside each class, and ultimately affected all
classes, bringingnew habits of grooming, sexual attitudes,
language usage, and musical preference into the mainstream.
Another source for disaffection from class was the differentiationby age cohorts in public behavior that became
so extreme in the late 1960s, and remainedstrong-though
in modified ways-through the middle 1970s; generations
appearedunited across class lines in philosophy, marketplace priorities, and consumptionchoices. A thirdsourcein some ways a productof the othertwo-was an increasing
visual confusion in the public signs of high status and low
status. John Brooks gave partial explanation for this in
Showing Off in America (1981):
The mosteffectivestatusseekingstyle is mockeryof status
seeking . . . thus the well-to-do wear blue jeans, even worn

to proclaimthatoneis sociallysecureenough
andthreadbare,
ranchhand.
to dresslike an underpaid
Brooks' phrasefor this was "parody display." Confronted
with such ambiguousconsumptionchoices and status messages, marketershave asked: If people of different social
standing no longer seek to present themselves differently
in public, are the classes still distinguishedfrom each other
in the self-image motives of their members and in their
responses to advertisingappeals?
Life-style segmentationwas, in its origin, partand parcel
with class, which was the very rationalefor its importance
to marketers-as in Levy (1966; 1971) and Myers and Gutman (1974), who proclaimedlife style "the essence of social class." In the last eight or 10 years, however, life style
has become an independentconcept, a catch-all of psychographic categories and recreationalinterest groupings that
sometimes brings togetherpeople from several classes into
one group and at other times divides a single class into
subsegments. Some life-style, typologies are broad, signifying the basic thrust of a family's expenditurechoices in
time and money; others are narrow, referringto a single
small piece of the total behaviorby dividing Americansinto
runners,watersportsenthusiasts,opera buffs, jazz fans. As
such, life-style categories are of direct and obvious concern
to merchandisersof products and services. Clearly, lifestyle researchhas a place in any propersociology of consumption;ideally, though, life style should not replace social class, but exist in combinationwith it.
It is not surprising that social class sometimes seems
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forgottenin the 1980s, since there was a noticeable lack of
fresh evidence on its marketplaceimpact in the literature
of the latter 1970s. Indeed, almost as far back as 1960,
little was publishedaboutclass that was truly new; most of
what appearedin print merely repeated findings from the
1950s (and some suggested new, contradicting developments). A very large problemis thatmuch of what has been
learned about the social class role in consumptionchoices
has remained the private propertyof research houses and
theirclients. Anotherpartof the problemis that not all that
muchresearchon the class variablewas done in those years,
both because it is not easy and because new variables
emerged and capturedcontemporaryinterest. I would like
to propose that diminished interestin social class is not so
justified as has been assumedin recentyears. In illustrating
this proposition, I will draw heavily from studies not previously reported,which suggest that social class is continuing to serve as a significant behavioral segmenter in
most-though not all-consumer markets, and that it is
doing so in surprisingand occasionally dramaticways.4
One such study-an inquiry into neighborhoodchange
processes conductedby a researchteam at the Joint Center
for UrbanStudies of MIT and Harvard-demonstratedwith
astonishing clarity how the social-geographichorizons of
working-class Americans differ from those of the middle
class (Coleman 1977b). A cross-section of 1,000 men and
women residing in the metropolitanareasof Houston, Dayton, and Rochester were asked to specify where the physically closest of their relatives then lived and to suggest
how this might have influencedtheir own residentiallocation. The finding was this: whereas more than half (55
percent) of the lower-class and nearly half (45 percent) of
the working-class respondentsoccupied a house or apartment within a linear mile of where a parent, sibling, inlaw, aunt, uncle, cousin, grandparent,or grown child resided, less than one-fifth (19 percent) of the middle-class
sample and barely one-eighth (12 percent) from Upper
American status categories lived in such proximity to any
kin whatsoever. In future locational intentions, workingclass people usually considered the whereaboutsof their
extended family, while in the classes above, such concern
was almost never reported.Here we see a reflectionof the
Gilbert and Kahl (1982) proposition that "social classes
generate their own subcultures . . . distinctive in life
styles, consumption . . . [and] relationships in marriage."
4Theresearchreferredto in this and in the next two sections was almost
invariablya team effort, involving the authorand his associates at either
Social Research, Inc., in Chicago or the Joint Center for Urban Studies
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and HarvardUniversity.
Nearly 200 different projects figure in this experience, featuring depth
interviews with over 70,000 persons. For all practical purposes, these
sample-surveyrespondentsrepresenta cross-sectionof the Americanpublic-except for a bent toward residents of metropolitanareas ratherthan
small towns and rural counties. The behaviors studied cover the gamut:
television response, newspaper readership, attitudestoward cars, neighborhoodpreferences,cigarettechoice, brandfavoritismamong beers, and
sparetimeusage, to name but a few. Findings not referencedto the bibliography have been drawn from research documents which remain the
privatepropertyof clients who charteredthe studies.

Working-ClassPride in Family,
Place, and Country
That working-class Americans are "family folk," depending heavily on relatives for economic and emotional
support, was a story first forwardedin detail in Workingman's Wife (Rainwater et al. 1959). Further studies
throughoutthe 1960s and 1970s found this class continuing
to depend on relatives-relying on kin for tips on job opportunities,soliciting advice from them on purchases, and
counting on them in times of "trouble." This emphasison
family ties is only one sign of how much more limitedand how different-working-class horizons are socially,
psychologically, and geographically, comparedwith those
of the middle class. In almost every respect, a parochial
view characterizesthis blue-collar world.
This locational narrownesshas been exhibited in such
diverse mattersas sportsheroes, TV news interest,vacation
patterns,and automotivechoices. When working-classmen
are asked which sports figure they most eagerly follow in
newspaper sports pages, three-fourths name a player on
some local amateuror professionalteam, whereasless than
half of middle-class men and a mere quarterof men from
the Upper-Americanstrata are so geographicallyconfined
in their preferences. When it comes to television news,
much the same principleapplies: working-classpeople like
the local segments far more thando middle-classaudiences,
who show more enthusiasmfor national and world coverage. Working-class vacation patterns also illustrate the
point:staying in town is not uncommon,and "going away"
quite frequentlymeans to a lake or resortareano more than
two hours distant;if the trip is a longer one, it's liktly that
"relations" are the destination.
A 1976 study of car ownershipby social statusoffers yet
anotherperspective on working-classloyalties-in this instance to their own country, accompaniedby great pride in
its industrialaccomplishments.By the mid-1970s, ownership of an importedcar (whether an economy or a luxury
model) had penetrated40 percentof families in upper-status
groups and 25 percent in the middle class, but had not
reachedeven one-tenthin the workingclass. This was three
years after the first gas price shock! Yet working-classcar
owners were still showing a markedpreferencefor the standardsizes and largercars, rejectingboth domestic and foreign compacts;they were choosing used standardsover any
kind of new compact; and gas-guzzling pickups and recreational vehicles were still in great favor. Thus was the
workingclass remainingthe xenophobicheartof resistance
to the foreign car invasion and dragging its heels in accepting the idea that America should reduce the size of its
automotiveequipment;the men of this class were not yet
ready to give up this macho symbol of roadway conquest.
It is often speculatedthat the affluencewhich came to so
much of blue-collar America in the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s must surely have produceda change of attitudesand
values; the phrase for this hypothesized change is "embourgeoisment."Yet researchhas usuallydemonstratedthe
contrary:the studies by Berger (1960), Glen and Alston
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(1968), Hamilton (1972), and LeMasters (1975) are examples. Their observations on the life styles of economically successful blue-collarworkershold that essentially no
value change has occurred. For example, the traditional
family structuremarkedby sharpsex-role division and stereotypinghas been maintained:for women, the world continues to center on immediatekin, the extendedclan, and perhaps a few longtimefriendsfromneighborhoodandgrowingup days;for men, a rich peer-grouplife is continuingat work
and in such gatheringplaces as the cornertavernor Moose
Lodge, plus outings of masculinecamaraderie(fishingtrips,
stock car races). Indeed, what sociologists and motivation
researchershave been findingthroughoutthe past 20 years is
that working-classlife styles have been almostimperviousto
change in their basic characteristics-i.e., the limited horizons, the centralityof family and clan, the chauvinisticdevotion to nationand neighborhoodhave been little alteredby
the automobile,telephone,or television.The modernity-and
change-that these people seek is in possessions, not in human relationshipsor "new ideas." For them, "keeping up
with the times" focuses on the mechanicaland recreational,
and thus ease of labor and leisure is what they continueto
pursue.
The men and women of Lower Americaare no exception
to the rule that diversities and uniformities in values and
consumption goals are to be found at each social level.
Some members of this world, as has been publicized, are
prone to every form of instant gratificationknown to humankindwhen the money is available. But others are dedicated to resisting worldly temptationsas they struggle toward what some imagine will be a "heavenly reward" for
their earthly sacrifices.

Value Variationsin Upper America
Through the 1960s and 1970s, the life styles and selfconceptions of people identifiedwith the uppersixth of the
nation appearto have changed more than those of people
in the classes below. The life-style variations that have
emerged exist vertically within Upper America, crossing
the substrataand combiningpeople from several statuslayers into one consumer group with common goals that are
differentiatedinternally mainly by income. There are, of
course, continuities from the past: there are still some upper-upperspursuing a traditionallyaristocraticlife style,
lower-uppersshowing off their accession to wealth in flamboyant fashion, and upper-middlesleading a country- and
service-club existence little different in essence from that
described half a century ago by novelists (Babbittby Sinclair Lewis, 1922) and social scientists (the Lynds' Middletown, 1929). At the same time, significant numbersof
upper-uppersare following less circumscribedpatternsof
consumptionin goods and leisure, while many more loweruppers and upper-middles are volunteering their time to
causes (both left-wing and right) and/or centering their
spare time on currentcultural and athletic activities. The
result is that Upper America is now a vibrantmix of many
life styles, which might be labeled post-preppy, sybaritic,
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counter-cultural,conventional, intellectual, political, and
so on. Such subdivisions are usually of more importance
for targeting messages and goods than are the horizontal,
status-flavored,class-named strata.
One subdivision of Upper Americans that sociologists
and demographers have singled out in recent years is a
combination of media influentials (men and women with
roles in TV, newspapers, and magazines) and nonprofit
professionals (whose expertise is in the employ of government, schools, and foundations). Irving Kristol (1978) has
referredto this group as "The New Class," differentiating
them from older-type Upper Americans to the extent that
they tend to be "anti-capitalists. . . (who) often take life
and energy from an adversaryculturewhose anti-bourgeois
themes infuse our educationalsystem, our media, our arts,
and our literature." Eric Goldman, speaking of approximately the same people in "The Emergence of the Upper
Americans" (1980), characterizesthem as "essentially a
mind-set group" whose basic thrust in ideology and consumptionstyle has been to establishthemselves as different
from, and above, the Middle Americanclasses-as he puts
it, they want to "shake off the tacky in everything." This
Kristol-Goldman type of Upper American probably does
not yet accountfor more than a fourthor a fifth of the total,
but its growing presence has produced an indisputable
change in the flavorof this statuslevel from thatof just two
decades ago: liberalism is far more common in social philosophy; the Republican Party is much less firmly entrenched; and "socially conscious consumers" (Webster
1975) are a very noticeable presence.
There are still large reservoirs of subscriptionto bourgeois values among Upper Americans, and clearly the class
as a whole remains that segment of our society in which
qualitymerchandiseis most prized, special attentionis paid
to prestige brands, and the self-image ideal is "spending
with good taste" (and being so judged). Self-expression is
more prized than in previous generations, and neighborhood-always important-is still so, but with this twist:
"interesting neighborhoods," such as gentrifiedinner-city
areas, are appealing as well as the conventional suburbs,
and living in a "charming place" in the country-in "exurbia" also has cachet (Coleman 1977b). Meanwhile, all
the longstanding Upper American dreams of more theatre
going when income increases, more purchase of books,
investment in art, and more Europeantravel endure (and
possibly in greater strength), along with aspiration for
'more help in the house," more "'nightsout on the town,"
more club memberships for golf, swimming, and tennis,
and prestige schooling for the children. For most Upper
Americans, income is not sufficient to afford all these
dreams simultaneously, so priorities are a must-only a
lucky few don't have to make sacrifices and choices.

The Middle Class: More Pleasure
Mixed into the Propriety
This status level ("lower-middle," to stick with Warner's terminology)has been recognized from the beginning
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as the home of people who most definitelywant to "do the
right thing" and buy "what's popular." They have been
very concemed with fashion all along, following-with affordable modifications-the recommendations of "experts" in the printmedia. When families of this class have
increased their earnings to manage it, better living has
meant-and still seems to mean-a "nicer home" in a
"nicer neighborhood," "on the betterside of town," with
"good schools." It also means spending more money on
"worthwhile experiences" for the children, and aiming
them towarda college education;shopping at more expensive stores for clothing with "one of the better brand
names"; and constantconcern over the appearanceof public areas in one's home-i.e., wherever guests may visit
and pass judgment.
Interviews in the 1970s with men and women of this
class suggest that a spirit of "individualism" has been entering into their life styles far more than before. This has
happenedin partbecause "doing your own thing" was that
decade's fashion, and in part because emulating the selfexpressiveness of Upper Americans, in qualifiedways, became a conscious goal. This upwardgaze of middle-class
people continues to distinguish them from the working
class; they are among the big supportersof dinner theater
and all the otherculturaltrickle-downfrom UpperAmerica.
The ongoing middle-class struggle to uplift oneself has led
significant numbersto enroll sporadicallyat local universities and community colleges. Imaged as a mental challenge and storehouse for knowledge, the home computer
will do particularlywell here when it reaches mass-market
pricing.
There is not so much "stuffiness" in middle-class selfpresentationthese days as there was in the 1950s. Public
dress codes have relaxed, and these people have takentheir
cue from Upper Americans. They eat out more, talk more
comfortablyabout having cocktails, and enjoy trips to Las
Vegas (if it's no more than a two- or three-hour flight
away). "Doing things for the children"commonly includes
enjoymentfor the parentstoo, as in winter ski trips for the
whole family in which the childrenacquirea socially valued
skill and the parentsmaintainone. Indeed, such themes as
physical activity form a new image of middle-class life in
which possessions-pride
has yielded a bit to
activities-pleasure. Life seems more fun, not quite so serious at this status level in the 1980s. Deferredgratification
may still be an ideal, but it is not so often practiced;selfdenial and self-indulgence are in closer balance.
As in the world of Upper America, so too in the Middle
American middle class, varieties of life style are found.
Some reflect a split within the class between traditional
outlooks and the more liberated,contemporaryview; others
arerelatedto which kinds of possessions aremost treasured,
which pleasures most eagerly pursued.

CLASS VS. INCOME
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a numberof studies
reportedconflicting conclusions as to whether social class

or income better predicts buyer behavior. The end result
was that the role assigned to social class by marketing
professionalswent into decline. Little furtherattentionwas
paid to social class versus income until 1981, when two
noteworthyreexaminationsof the question were published
almost simultaneously by Schaninger (1981) and Dominquez and Page (1981). These two articlesconstituteso thorough and thoughtfula review of the several technical and
substantive issues involved that yet another examination
here would serve no useful purpose.5
Among the conclusions reachedby Dominquezand Page
were (1) that "new stratificationscales" should be developed to accord with the new status realities of the 1980s,
and (2) that future research should look closely into how
the value and communicationsystems associatedwith each
class underlie consumptionpatterns. Schaningerproposed
the "tentative generalizations"that:
1. "Social class is superior . . . for areas of consumerbehavior that do not involve high dollar expenditures, but
do reflect underlyinglife-style value";
2. "Income is superiorfor productswhich requiresubstantial
expenditure . . . aridreflect ability to pay" yet are not
perceived to be class-linked status symbols; and
3. Both must be used in combinationfor "product classes
that are highly visible, serve as symbols of . . . status
within class, and require either moderate or substantial
expenditure."

Schaningerthus pronouncedhimself in agreementwith
Wind (1978), whose contentionwas that the entire controversy as to whetherincome or social class is the more basic
segmentationvariableis spurious,since it is betterto accept
both as valuable, then determineproductby productwhat
contributioneach makes. Reynolds (1965) took the same
view when he argued that the forecastingpowers of class
and income should be expected to differ from one market
arenato the next, so that neither should be ignored or assigned automaticdominance.
There are many reasons for considering both class and
income when trying to understandthe consumer, but the
truly critical one is this: class and income are not really
very well correlated. They index two quite differentaspects
of life circumstance,althoughit is common for Americans
to assume that class is really a product of income. Had
Warner (1941) found class and income to be as closely
related as he anticipatedwhen he began his Yankee City
studies in the early 1930s (correlated, for example, at or
above 0.75), he would have stayed with his original hypothesis that income standingis the crucialorganizingprinciple in American society. Instead, his findings indicated
how little of social position in a communityis explainedby
5Examples of class versus income studies reviewed by Schaninger
(1981) and Dominquezand Page (1981) include:Coleman(1960), Carman
(1965), Rich and Jain (1968), Wasson (1969), Matthews and Slocum
(1969), Peters (1970), Slocum and Matthews(1970), Myers, Stanton, and
Haug (1971), Myers and Mount (1973), Hisrich and Peters (1974), and
Prasad(1975).
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income variation, so he postulatedclass as the critical organizing factor. In the United States of the 1980s, each
social class contains such a mix of family types that the
class-income correlation may well have dipped to little
more than 0.40-and perhapslower.6
It must not be forgotten that social status derives, in its
root, more from occupationaldifferentiationthan from income. This is an ancient observation, dating to pre-Christian societies. There has never been a perfect correlation
between the social honorpaid differentoccupationsand the
income derived from their pursuit. Twentieth century
America may illustratethis propositionto an extreme degree: blue-collar workers can outearn both white-collar
workersand salariedprofessionals, yet they still do not rise
above either in social status. To put this in the vernacular,
the blue-collarworkers"have more money thanclass," the
white-collarworkers "more class than money."
A second explanationfor the unextraordinarycorrelation
between class and income is that income varies markedly
accordingto its earner's location in the age cycle. Young
people-who are first apprentices,then in the junior stages
of their careers-typically receive paychecks far below average for members of the social class with which they are
identifiedby virtue of family origin, education, and occupationaltype. Class "norms" in earningpower-i.e., what
is publicly assumed to be average earningsfor membersof
the class-are typically realized after age 35. Beyond 55,
earnings tend to either exceed the norm or fall below it,
dependingon whether the benefits of seniority or the hazards of ill health and/oroccupationalobsolescence prevail.
A third source of income overlap between the social
classes is family variationin the numberand sex of earners.
This can almost certainly be considered a major factor in
how much reductionhas occurredin the class-income correlationover the last 20 years. As more families at all social
levels have experienced divorce, leading to households
headed by a female earner, household incomes far below
class averages have been added to the picture in larger
portions. Meanwhile, as more wives have become part- or
full-time members of the nation's paid workforce, household incomes far above the class average have also been
added to each status group's continuumin far greaterproportions than before. The result of these and other
changes-such as more householdsin all classes headedby
young singles, retirees, and the elderly widowed-is that
the picture of income distributionin each class resembles
an elongated oblong more than a compact, bell-shaped
curve.
6In the mid-1950s study of Kansas City by the University of Chicago's
Committee on Human Development, a 0.55 correlationbetween social
class and income was produced in a sample limited to households with
heads in the middle-age range of 40-69 years (Coleman and Neugarten
1971). With households of all types drawn from the total age range, the
correlation would not have been higher than 0.45, which leads to the
assumptionthat today's is even lower. Studies where social class is indexed by a relativelyuncomplicatedsocio-economic statusscale may show
higher correlationswith income, but depth studies of class versus income
will consistently reportlower ones.
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Clarificationof Income and Class
In considering family variation in number and sex of
earners as a contributorto the reduced class-income correlation, two points must be kept in mind:
1. Total householdincomeis an illusoryindex to family
living standards-muchless to socialclass-whereverit
includesmoneyearnedby householdmembersthatis not
pooledtowardthe commongood.
2. Increasesin family incomeresultingfrommoreof the
individualmembersbecomingearnersalmostneverproducea changein the family'ssocialclass.
What, then, is the best income figure-household total,
individual earnings, or some factored partialproduct-for
use in predictingthe marketplacebehaviorof the individual
members (and combinations thereof) in a multi-income
household? An inquiry into this problem, using detailed
datafrom the Universityof MichiganSurvey ResearchCenter's Panel Study of Income Dynamics, produced more
questions than answers (Coleman 1977a). For example, it
was found that when young adults work full time and live
at home, their contributionto parental well-being ranges
from 10? on the dollar to 50 or 60?. Wives' earningscontributemore than children's to the household's public projection of well-being, but vary markedly in whether the
money goes toward life-style extras or living-standard
basics. Clearly, the most widely used measure-total income earnedby all a household's members, as reportedby
the survey respondent (inaccuracies in which abound!)has its drawbacks;when income has turnedout to be a poor
predictorof consumerchoice behavior, this definitionalapproach may well have been part of the fault.
Also, why does an increase in household income rarely
result in class change when members of a family beyond
its head join the workforce? A major reason is that these
other earnersusually work at jobs of no higher status than
the primaryearner's;more commonly, theirjobs are of less
stature. This applies especially when adult children go to
work; usually, it also applies when a wife finds employment. Take a lower-class, trash-collectinghusband,for example: when his wife enters the labor force, she is apt to
become some sort of cleanup helper. Althoughthe couple's
income is thereby increased, communityjudgments of its
social class are likely to remain the same, especially if no
change is made in friendshipcircles and the majorobservable alteration in living standard is ownership of more
"junk" cars and consumption of more beer. By the same
token, when the wife of a factory worker husbandgoes to
work in a factory too, the couple's total income may rise
far beyond the middle-class average, but the pair will remain working class in social identity because middle-class
America does not readily accept women with blue-collar
employment-and such a woman probablyisn't even trying
for it.
The truth is that the classes we are talking about have
mostly to do with social networks and peer judgments of
"people quality," and have little to do with income levels
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except as these latter can be construed as proof of that
quality. Thus it is that social class changes ordinarilycome
to a family only when the majorearner-who may well be
a woman-manages a shift in the public's definition of
relationshipto the occupationalhierarchy.This change in
occupational definition is accompanied by a change in
friendshipcircles, and new consumptiongoals replace the
old; hence the family value system and its public behavior
are deemed appropriatefor acceptance by a higher status
circle.
That changes in economic status do not more often lead
to changes in social class is yet one more explanationfor
the very modest class-income correlation.The sum impact
of all these contemporarysources for difference between
income statusand social class is a lower correlationbetween
the two than was the case in the 1950s, when social scientists first called the marketing world's attention to the
class concept. As an allied developmentwe have this: substantially greater percentages of each class's families are
either "overprivileged" or "underprivileged"-and thus
not "average"-than was the case two decades ago, when
this way of parceling off the income continuumwas first
proposed (Coleman 1960). All these changes mean that it
is still useful to look at social classes as divided into three
economic subclasses-perhaps even more so.
The definitionsoffered for these economic substrataare
as before. The "overprivileged" families in each social
class are those with money left over (afterthe class-standard
package of shelter, clothing, and transportationhas been
acquired)for the forms of "better living" that families of
theirclass prefer;their incomes are usually 25 or 30 percent
above the class median. The "class-average" families are
those in the middle of the class income range who can
thereforeafford the kind of house, car, apparel,food, furniture, and appliances expected at their status level. The
"underprivileged" are those who, while not truly poor
(except, of course, in the lower class), can consider themselves in difficult straits, given what is expected from people of their status in the way of social participation and
projected standard of living. Many of their consumer
choices amountto scrimping, saving, and sacrificingin order to make proper appearanceswhere these really count;
their incomes fall at least 15 percent or more below the
class midpoint.
Taking these definitions as guides, we might think of
income minimumsfor "class-average" status in 1983 dollars this way: $100,000 (or a little more) if upper-upperor
lower-upper,and $45,000 for upper-middlesin the Upper
Americanworld; $24,000 for middle-class Middle Americans and $16,000 for working class; and $9,900 for Lower
Americans, that figure being the most recent governmentdeclared "poverty line." Just below those minimums is
where the "underprivileged"state begins, class by class.
The opposite "overprivileged" condition starts at
$15-16,000 for Lower Americans, $24-26,000 in the
workingclass, $36-39,000 in the middle class, $70-80,000
in upper-middle, and $200-250,000 for the upper class.

These figures are of course no more than approximations,
the loosest of guidelines for looking at the significance of
income in a social class context. They relate to urbanareas
where the cost of living is presently at average for the
nation, and most properly only to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics' hypothetical four-personfamily (father43 years
of age, mother 38, and two children, ages 13 and 8). For
families of other situation and size, appropriatelyvaried
standardsshould be applied when examining buyer behavior for impact of income status within class. Indeed, this
is more a conceptual tool than a tidy researchdevice.

Research Support
The continuing vitality of this income-in-class concept
has been affirmed during the last 10 years by a series of
depthstudiesof life-style and consumptionchoices in which
special emphasis has been given to families of above-average income. Observe, for illustration,how differentis the
marketplacebehavioramong UpperAmericanfamilies with
annual incomes of $30,000 to $75,000 (in 1983 dollars)
from that of families with the same income who would be
judged to be Middle Americans (either middle class or
working class). The former are, of course, either "classaverage" or "underprivileged"within their Upper American status world, while the latter are "overprivileged" in
Middle America. The "overprivileged" Middle Americans
can be distinguished from the "underprivileged" Upper
Americansby the much greaterfrequencywith which they
own motorboats,RVs, campers, pickup trucksfor sport as
well as work, tractor lawnmowers, snowblowers, remote
controlTV, swimming pools in the backyardand/ora lakeside home, late-model sports cars for their teen-aged collegiate offspring, and expensive, largish cars for themselves. Upper Americans of the same income spend
relatively greater amounts-of both time and money-on
private club memberships,special educationalexperiences
for their children,high-cultureobjects and events, and civic
affairs participation("causes," boards, and so on); their
houses are not particularly more expensive than Middle
Americans'sbut are much more "properly" addressed,and
their cars are not so often domestic and pretentiousas small
and/or foreign. Equally noteworthy differences in consumptionchoices appearup and down the scale when people of the same income but of different social class are
compared.
This illustrationof how class and income are continuing
to interactpoints to a resolution for the class-income debate. The question of whetherclass or income is the better
segmentationvariable should be put aside. What researchers should ask instead is how social class affects use of
income in the marketplace-and also when, why, and to
what extent.
Income is the obvious first-order segmenting variable
whenever expenditure decisions are studied; income and
outflow both involve dollars, so a correlation of sorts is
inevitable. It makes perfect sense to assume that in a major
number of marketplacetransactions, income will govern
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how much can be spent (and hence will be). Yet we always
have to use other variables-age, perhaps, or sex, family
composition, life style, self-image, and social class-to
understandwhy income has sometimes operatedquite well
as a predictor and other times ratherpoorly. As often as
not, the reason will be found in social class, which may be
acting all by itself or possibly in concert with one or more
other social-psychological or demographicvariables.
Researcherscan expect to find every conceivable mix of
class impact on income use, from almost nil in some product or service areas to nearly conclusive in others. An instanceof the lattermight be spendingmoney to watch stock
car races: very few people outside the working class or
lower class are interested,so this is almost entirelya matter
of class-relatedentertainmentpreferences, ratherthan cost
considerations.The purchaseof squash racquetsis equally
a matter of class experience, and only coincidentally an
income consideration, since very few men outside Upper
America play squash. Extremeslike this are not, however,
the rule.
Far more common are market areas in which the effect
of class follows the privilege-level model. The car market
used to be an example (see Coleman 1960), with choice
behaviorbest explained when each class was brokendown
into its "privilege" segments. By the early 1970s, however, the whole business of car buying had become so heavily infused with life-style goals and self-imagery expressions that income position within social class was not a
ready predictor.By that point in auto markethistory, class
was having its maximum impact (income almost totally
aside) in determiningwho was most likely to buy foreign
and who domestic, or who would opt for intermediates
(and/orcompacts) versus who would stick with standards.
It is still necessary to look at social class and income
simultaneously when trying to understand how people
house themselves and where they choose to do so in a
metropolitanarea. Class identificationand statusaspirations
govern neighborhoodchoice (Coleman 1977b), then pocketbook power dictates which house or apartment.This has
not changed throughthe years. Yet Schaninger(1981) has
suggested change in the income-class relationships in
kitchen appliancechoice. Indeed, change may be more the
rule than constancy; nothing can be taken for granted.
Finally, there are product areas in which the impact of
social class is at best unclear and slight, althoughprobably
not absent entirely. Examples might be cigarettes and perhaps beer. Among cigarette smokers and beer drinkers,
there is usually a heavy investment in feelings of maturity
and toughness, perhaps a bit of rebellion against prudish
morality, a willingness (even eagerness)to identify with all
of "sinning" humanity. Social status statementsare not so
commonly the goal as are psycho-sexual ones. Brand
choices may still correlate with class, but at a low level,
so they are hardly predictable.
Too much may have been expected of social class by too
many, so that disappointment has been the result. Were
class treatedas proposed here, this should not happen.
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PROPOSITIONS
THE MEASUREMENT

FOR
OF CLASS

Stratificationof consumer study populations by social
class is not a simple process because so many variablesare
involved. Yet it is not hopelessly difficult, if less than perfect placement of cases is acceptable. It is properfor standards to vary, depending on the research purposes; thus
new, alternativeapproachesare needed that are of varying
complexity.
Dominquez and Page (1981) concluded their survey of
the stratificationliteraturewith a cataloguingof deficiencies
in status-measuring instruments used in the 1960s and
1970s. A major problem, they found, is that the two most
widely employed instrumentsare badly showing their age:
one, the Index of Status Characteristics,dates back to the
1940s (Warner, Meeker, and Eells 1949b) and the other,
the Index of Social Position, to the 1950s (Hollingshead
and Redlich 1958). Most critical in this regardis that scaling of the variables-occupation, education,neighborhood,
and/or house type-seems "out of date . . . [predicated
on] a society that no longer exists." Alternatescaling devices are faulted as typically "oversimplified," not truly
indexing social class (as defined here); more properly,they
should be designated measures of "socio-economic status."
One more problem is that all class measuring sticks do
a poor job of indexing the status of households that fall
outside the marital-couple mold (i.e., male head in the
middle of his career with wife who is a homemaker/
mother). This flaw becomes more serious with the yearly
rise in two-income families, female-headedhouseholds, independentyoung singles, retiredpeople, and so on, all of
whom are easily misidentifiedfor social class when different score criteriaare not applied to their particularcircumstances.
In the earliest studies of social class, status identification
was determinedby extensive interviewing in a community
about reputationsof individuals and groups; this was coupled with elaborate charting of formal and informal interaction patterns, and the combination of these procedures
was labeled EvaluatedParticipation(Warneret al. 1949b).
Such an approach is possible only in small communities
and with virtually unlimited funds. Yet its end productpersonalplacement accordingto identificationwith ranked
statusnetworks-is the goal researchersseek when looking
at the impact social class has on choice behaviors in the
consumptionarena. This is what must be aimed for in less
time-consuming, less expensive ways.
In an "ideal world" (just one step down in methodological complexity from Evaluated Participation),survey respondentswould be interviewedfor about90 minutes, with
all manner of socio-economic facts elicited-i.e., a full
accountingof presentlife style, plus biographicaldataback
to childhood. The interviewer would then attach two or
three pages of detailed observation on the respondent's
speech, appearance, and manner (and likewise for the
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spouse and other family members), household furnishings
and upkeep, the home's exterior appearance,and characteristicsof the neighborhood.This kind of data base would
provide the researcherwith almost as much evidence for
placement of sample members as Americans at large use
in their daily lives when they rate one anotherand decide
whom to consider status equals, inferiors, and superiors.
In a real world of limited budgets, researchersmust settle
for less, of course: how much less-and what kind of
"less" -will vary dependingon theirfunds and objectives.
It would also be ideal if the social class placements for
a researchedpopulationcould be renderedby an "expert,"
a sensitive interpreterof the data who would subjectively
analyze how all the bits and pieces of fact and impression
about a given individual go together to produce a ranking
in the statushierarchy.But thereareonly a few such experts
around,so less talentedplacersor mechanizeddevices must
suffice in almost all researchsituations.Whethersome level
of human skill must be broughtto bear or whether a machine-gradedscale is sufficient depends on whether social
class is at center focus in the research or merely one of
many variablescontemplated.
I would now like to offer four propositionsabout what
combinations(and kinds) of skill and scale should be called
on by researchersin different circumstances,with this caveat: these propositionsare guidelines, not final solutions.
They are first steps, as it were, toward updated, improved
techniquesin the researchindexing of the social class variable.
Proposition1: For the consumer researcher who is seeking
nothing more than suggestive evidence of class's impact in
a product area, it is recommended that a simplified, proxy
measure be accepted.

An example of such a measure, the ComputerizedStatus
Index (CSI), is presented in Exhibit B, which shows the
latest version in a series of such computerizedindexes originally developed for Social Research,Inc. in the late 1960s.
Researchersare encouragedto treatthis version as illustrative and to experimentwith similar measuringsticks more
appropriatefor the field approach they employ and data
they will generate.
ExhibitB is the page in an interviewprotocolgiven over
to field collection of data, ratings, and coding for a CSI.
In this particularversion, occupation is weighted double
when computing the total score; other versions include an
occupationscaling specifically for employed women, to be
used whether they are the spouse or the household head,
and a somewhat different weighting scheme. When a respondentis not married,educationis given a double weight
along with occupation. Status interpretationof the total
score for conventional marital-couple cases, with male
householdhead between 35 and 64 years of age, would run
this way:
Upper American
Middle Class
WorkingClass
Lower American

37 to 53
24 to 36
13 to 23
4 to 12

Variationsin score interpretationsometimes must be employed if, for instance, income levels where the study is
conductedare markedlybelow or above the nationalaverage, or if the interviewersappear to have been unusually
generousin theirratingsof occupationand/orneighborhood
status. When sensitivity by age, maritalstatus, and household situation is introduced into the score-interpretation
programming,the minimum totals requiredfor any given
social class assignment are droppedby one, two, or three
7
points, dependingon the circumstances.
Proposition 2. When the research objective is an in-depth
study of the relationship between social class and consumption choice, assignment of sample cases to class
groupings should be rendered in qualitative fashion by
"expert" judgment.

This should be the case whether the data available for
the judgment cover only three or four variables or extend
to an extensive batteryof 20 or 30 class-relatedbehavioral
and demographic factors. Such qualitative and "expert"
judgment is requiredfor properbalancing of the variables
and weighing of their differentialstatus impact, depending
on the ages involved, the household composition, and locale. This in-depth approach to classification is recommended to all research institutes and advertisingagencies
thathave establishedconsumerpanels for regularcollection
of consumptiondata and intensive analysis of marketplace
choice correlates.
Proposition 3. Research in social class will benefit from the
development of fresh scales for measurement of the component variables.

These scales should be constructedso that, when combined in a multi-factoredindex, they producea visual profile of status assets and liabilities in each case understudy;
to do this, scores on each variable should relate to social
class in the same way. How this principle works is exemplified by the eight scales that form the Index of Urban
7Total scores on the illustratedComputerizedStatus Index (CSI) produce a "correct" social class placement for at least 75 percent of cases
in a sampled population, when no special coding or score interpretation
is appliedfor households at the age extremesor to unmarriedrespondents.
When instructionsfor these special circumstancesare programmedin, the
class identificationaccuracy rises toward 90 percent.
The readermay ask, with complete justification:"What is the standard
of proof for a 'correct' status placement?" The answer is this: if all data
on a person's social network were available, and intensive community
study had placed that network in the status hierarchy-and if, in addition,
extensive reputationaldata had been assembled on the person to be classified-a "correct" status call could be made by the research team involved. Such occurredin the early days of class research,but it will never
happen again. Anything we can today call a "correct placement" is one
based on 30 or 40 pieces of evidence, ratherthanonly three, four, or five.
The basis for the assertionabove thatthe CSI gives a "correctplacement"
just 75 (or maybe 80) percent of the time is comparisonsmade between
placements renderedby a three- or four-factorCSI and those renderedby
an "expert" using 10 times that many strandsof status-relevantdata on
the same cases. Again, the reader must be cautioned: social class is a
conceptual tool and, lacking precise definition, is ultimately not susceptible to perfect measurement,nor to absolute standardsof validity in case
placements.
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EXHIBITB
EXAMPILEOF A COMPUTERIZEDSTATUS INDEX (CSI)
Interviewer circles code numbers (for the computer) which in his/her judgment best fit the respondent and family. Interviewer asks for
detail on occupation, then makes rating. Interviewer often asks the respondent to describe neighborhood in own words. Interviewer
asks respondent to specify income-a card is presented the respondent showing the eight brackets-and records R's response. If
interviewer feels this is over-statement or under, a "better-judgment"estimate should be given, along with explanation.
Respondent's Spouse

Respondent

EDUCATION:

-1

Grammar school (8 yrs or less)

R's

-2

Some high school (9 to 11 yrs)

-1

age:

-2

Graduated high school (12 yrs)

-3

-3

Some post high school (business, nursing, technical, 1 yr college)

-4

-4

- 5

-5

Graduated four-year college (B.A./B.S.)

-7

-7

Master's or five-year professional degree

-8

-8

Ph.D. or six/seven-year professional degree

-9

-9

Associate of Arts degree

Two, three years of college-possibly

OCCUPATION PRESTIGE LEVEL OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD: Interviewer's judgment of how head-of-household
occupational status.
(Respondent's

Spouse's

ae

age:

rates in

for previous occupation if retired, or if R. is widow, ask husband's:

description-ask

)

Chronically unenmployed-"day" laborers, unskilled; on welfare

-0

Steadily employed but in marginal semi-skilled jobs; custodians, minimum-pay factory help, service workers (gas
attendants, etc.)

-1

Average-skill assembly-line workers, bus and truck drivers, police and firefighters, route deliverymen, carpenters,
brickmasons

-2

Skilled craftsmen (electricians), small contractors, factory foremen, low-pay salesclerks, office workers, postal
employees

-3

Owners of very small firms (2-4 employees), technicians, salespeople, office workers, civil servants with average level
salaries

-4

Middle management, teachers, social workers, lesser professionals

-5

Lesser corporate officials, owners of middle-sized businesses (10-20 employees), moderate-success
(dentists, engineers, etc.)

professionals
-7

Top corporate executives, "big successes" in the professional world (leading doctors and lawyers), "rich"business
owners
AREA OF RESIDENCE: Interviewer's impressions
the community.

of the immediate neighborhood

-9

in terms of its reputation in the eyes of

Slum area: people on relief, common laborers

-1

Strictly working class: not slummy but some very poor housing

-2

Predominantly blue-collar with some office workers

-3

Predominantly white-collar with some well-paid blue-collar

-4

Better white-collar area: not many executives, but hardly any blue-collar either

-5

Excellent area: professionals and well-paid managers

-7

"Wealthy" or "society"-type neighborhood

-9

TOTAL FAMILYINCOME PER YEAR:

TOTAL
SCORE

Under $5,000

-1

$20,000 to $24,999

-5

$5,000 to $9,999

-2

$25,000 to $34,999

-6

$10,000 to $14,999

-3

$35,000 to $49,999

-7Estimated

$15,000 to $19,999

-4

$50,000 and over

-8

(Interviewer's estimate:

-

R's MARITALSTATUS: Married

and explanation:
Divorced/Separated_Widowed

Single

(CODE:
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Status(Colemanand Neugarten1971; Coleman 1973). Another promising approachfor the updated scaling of variables lies in applicationof magnitude-estimationtechniques
as reportedin Coleman and Rainwater(1978).
Proposition 4. Status measurement in the future must do a
better job of accounting for the woman's contribution to
family social standing than the typical class index has done
in the past.

Shimp and Yokum (1981) called attentionto this deficiency, stating that "measurementof social class has always . . . [wrongfully] assumed the husband's (character-

istics) are the sole determinants of a household's class
standing." They had a name for this defect- "the husband
only fallacy"-and they are only too right! The role of
women in the class equationhas never been properlymeasured. This indictment applies whether the woman is the
householdhead, marriedand an earneralong with the husband, or a nonearning wife who is nonetheless a potent
contributorto family social status through her choice of
friends, clubs, church, and neighborhood.That women's
differingeducationalcredentials,culturalinterests, and ancestry frequentlyproducea one-class differencein the status
of families where husbandsare equal in occupationalstatus,
income, and education has been detailed in Coleman and
Neugarten(1971).
What is needed in light of "the husbandonly fallacy"?
For one, the neighborhoodvariable should be included as
often as possible in status-measuringdevices. Neighborhood is almost always a measure-albeit indirect-of a
woman's social horizonsand aspirations.A scale for female
educationalbackgroundis even more necessary, and should
be weighted as heavily in any family total score as the male
scale for schooling. Ideally, it should measurethe "which
school" factor of collegiate education, what personal associations were formed while there (such as membership
in a sorority), and numberof years completed, since these
associationalfactorshave historicallybeen the most socially
consequentialpart of a woman's post-high-school educational credentials(Coleman and Neugarten 1971; Coleman
1973). A scale for women's occupations, as distinguished
from men's, is also recommendedbecause different principles of status consequence have applied in the past-and
probablystill do. Whateverthe job, the work setting (factory vs. office or school, high-statusretail store vs. low)
and the clientele served can be critical indicators of a
woman's class identification. Introducing scales such as
these into status-measuringinstrumentswould greatly increase their relevance for households headed by women; it
would also improve their predictive accuracy for marital
couples, especially those at the age extremes.

CONCLUSION
The four propositionsjust described are offered in the
hope they will lead to the regenerationof social class as a
researchvariable. They are a start only, and do not begin

to solve new problemsthat will emerge.8There is much to
be done if social class is to be reinvigoratedas a variable
in the analysis of marketplacebehavior. Class placement
of research samples should be attemptedas often as possible, employing modernizedstatus measuringsticks. How
Americans of each status level vary from one another in
self-concept, values, and consumption goals must be examinedrepeatedly,and the findingsmust be appliedto specific productand service areas.
As we survey the past 30 years, what is perhaps most
astonishingis how much continuitythere has been in class
value systems, which have remained relatively intact
through economic cycles of inflation and recession and
throughpronouncedchanges in apparelcustoms, car purchases, and food habits. The many life-style variationsthat
have appeared within each class-and that have crossed
class lines to unite members of different status groups in
common spare-time pursuits-have tended to obscure the
fundamentalcontinuity of the class structure;so too have
changing educational standardsand occupational shifts in
income reward, not to mention declining family stability.
The social class concept is not so much'outdatedas it is
underutilized.Sophisticatedapplicationhas not been easy,
and never will be. Marketers,however, must not let this
difficulty turn them away from keeping constant track of
how (and whether) social class is continuingto be significant-as shaper of consumer goals, as influence on marketplace choice.
[ReceivedAugust 1982. Revised August 1983.]
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